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a  b  s  t  r a  c t
Tropical  forests  in Indonesia are subject  to  major transformation  processes  from  native  forests to other
land  uses,  including  rubber  agroforestry  as  well  as rubber  and  oil palm  plantation  systems.  Using content
analysis  of policy  documents,  this  paper aims  at (i) analysing  the  formal  administrative responsibili-
ties related  to the  four  rainforest transformation  systems  and (ii) based  on the  informal  motives  of  the
competing  bureaucracies  involved  generating  hypotheses  on  their  future  course of action  and  related
research.  We  ﬁnd  that  based  on  the  legal and  political  land  use  application,  Indonesian tropical rain-
forests  may  fall  into  six  categories  of land  use.  They  may  be  situated in both, within  the forest  area  and
land  outside  of  the  forest  area in so-called  title  forests, even though  there  is  a though political debate
about forest  area category’s  jurisdiction  conﬁrmation.  The Ministry of Forestry,  the  National Land  Agency,
and  regional governments  are  identiﬁed  as the  core  bureaucracies  responsible  in both forest  area and
title  forest. The Ministry  of  Agriculture  only  has  responsibilities  in title  forests.  A  number  of  secondary
bureaucracies  also steering  forest  transformation  are  identiﬁed.  Formal  responsibilities of  these  bureau-
cracies  are  highly  complex and fragmented  regarding  the  tasks of  forest  regulation,  forest  administration,
forest  management,  forest  protection, issuing forest  management  rights, issuing land rights,  regulating
and  administering timber  product, issuing  licence,  and  regulating  the  commodity.  Indonesian  tropical
rainforest  is found  to potentially  transform  into other  land  uses through  seven ways:  (i) releasing  cer-
tain  area from  forest  area, (ii)  using forest  area for  non-forestry  purposes  (e.g.  palm  oil plantation), (iii)
maximising production  forests  for  logging,  (iv)  developing community forest  schemes in forest  area, (v)
developing  plantation  and agroforestry  in title  forest  (vi)  taking advantage  from  waste land,  and (vii)
steering  back  to native  forest. The  intersection of responsibilities  in steering  rainforest transformation
has  created  contestation between the  bureaucracies  involved.  We conclude that the  main  conﬂict of  inter-
ests  runs  between the  core  bureaucracies  in this  transformation,  i.e.  the  Ministry of Forestry,  the  National
Land  Agency, and regional  governments.  The authors  conclude  with  hypotheses  on future  actions  of such
bureaucracies  in light  of national  and international  inﬂuences  on rainforest transformation  systems.  The
central hypothesis contends that  both  core  and  secondary  bureaucracies  have conﬂicting interests  over
all  four  types  of tropical rainforest  transformation  due to the  areas  of overlapping  responsibility.
©  2014 Elsevier  Ltd.  All rights  reserved.
Introduction
Tropical rainforest systems in Indonesia (Steffan-Dewenter
et al., 2007), also called native forest are being transformed to  other
land uses at a  high rate (Partohardjono et al., 2005). According to
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current forest ecology and land use research, these transformations
typically follow four recursive patterns, including (i) native rainfor-
est (Walter & Torquebiau, 1997), (ii) jungle rubber (Beukema and
van Noordwijk, 2004; Wibawa et al., 2006; Michon and de Foresta,
1995), (iii) rubber plantation (Wibawa et al., 2006; Feintrenie et al.,
2010; Michon and de Foresta, 1995), and (iv) oil  palm planta-
tion (Wicke et al., 2011; Comte et al., 2013). Each transformation
model has its own legal and administrative implications. The
legal and political responsibilities of a  number of relevant public
bureaucracies administering such land use changes are important
political factors that can hinder or facilitate the transformation of
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landusepol.2014.11.005
0264-8377/© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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rainforests. Hence, it is  important to  know which state bureaucracy
actually is responsible for each rainforest transformation system,
including the prior as well as the subsequent type of land use.
Indonesia divides its land into two categories, Forest Area and
land outside Forest Area under the legal jurisdiction of the state, but
this land systems has raised diverse interpretations (Nurrochmat
et al., 2014a,b; Bakker & Moniaga, 2010; Fay & Sirait, 2005). This
multiple interpretation is exaggerated and constructed also by
such de facto land access activities beyond the formal regulations
(Galudra et al., 2013) as well as the challenging the perception of
“natural” forest in Southeast Asia (Hunt and Rabett, 2013). Fur-
thermore, the formal responsibilities of different bureaucracies for
administering different types of land use have implications on trop-
ical forest transformations. The Ministry of Forestry (MoFor) and
National Land Agency (NLA) play indispensable roles in issuing for-
est land rights (Fay & Sirait, 2005), and thus  enabling the legal
transformation of Indonesian rainforest systems.
In addition to these two core bureaucracies (MoFor and NLA), it
is important to  identify other core and secondary administrations
along with their formal tasks and responsibilities regarding the four
rainforest transformation systems. Hence, this paper aims at (i)
analysing the formal administrative responsibilities related to the
four rainforest transformation systems and (ii) based on the infor-
mal  motives of the bureaucracies involved generating hypotheses
on their future course of action and related research. Hence, this
article addresses the following research questions: which state
bureaucracies are legally responsible for legally deﬁned as well
as de facto forest lands and lands covered by rubber and palm oil
plantations.
Methodology
Theoretical underpinnings
Forest tenure and land use administration
Literature on forest and land use administration ﬁnd many
tenure cases on rural and indigenous communities whom have
been affected by state policies or  the intrusion of outsiders (Larson
et al., 2010) as well as state-authorised forest concessions (Anaya
& Grossman, 2002). Indonesian state forest categorisation includ-
ing tenure systems (as well as tree tenure) was  originated in
the Dutch colonial era and is  still strictly enforced (Peluso, 1992;
Peluso & Vandergeest, 2001). Furthermore, mapping by govern-
ment land-use planners focuses on the land itself and efforts of
counter-mapping by  non-governmental actors to struggle with the
nationalistic thrust of Indonesian policy which is  emphasised by
the homogenising aspect (Peluso, 1995).
On the contemporary forest tenure in  developing countries like
Indonesia, it involves contestation between the state and civil soci-
ety (Fitzpatrick, 2006; Wollenberg et al., 2006). The state clearly
claims ownership over most forest area (Sunderlin et al., 2009) as
the consequence of the post-colonial era  which is  failed to recover
forest dwellers rights (Peluso, 1995; Movuh and Mbolo, 2012).
However, Indonesia has successfully developed regional decentral-
isation including on forestry sector and found that local social forces
expanded more inﬂuence and performed to limit the local gov-
ernment (Anderson, 2000; Nurrochmat, 2005; Wollenberg et al.,
2006).
Bureaucratic politics explaining land use administration
Weber’s theory on bureaucracy deﬁnes bureaucracy as a  sys-
tem of organising action with six main characteristics: (i) rules
are the basis for action (laws, regulations, etc.) in either public
or private life, (ii) ofﬁces for the management of rules are hier-
archically organised and supervised, (iii) knowledge of action is
contained in  records, not in  individuals, (iv) specialised training
and expert knowledge is required to perform ofﬁces, (v) ofﬁ-
cial business is the main activity of individuals holding ofﬁce,
and (vi) management of the ofﬁces is governed by  learnable
rules.
‘Bureaucracy steering’ is the actor-centred analysis of identify-
ing who  is charged with both formal responsibilities (such as legal
procedures and speciﬁc tasks) and ‘informal mission’, or interest. In
this paper the argumentation is founded on bureaucratic political
theory, which states that bureaucracies have distinct formal tasks
for delivering public services (in this case concerning the forest
land use administration and management), which are their out-
puts (Niskanen, 1971); as well as informal tasks, like competition
for jurisdiction over land with other bureaucracies, for resources,
political domains (e.g. REDD+, forest moratorium, illegal logging),
and inﬂuence (Allison, 1971; Niskanen, 1971; Stern, 1998; Krott,
1990; Hubo & Krott, 2010; Peters, 2010). Consequently, bureaucra-
cies have two main goals; they strive for problem-oriented delivery
of public service as publicly stated in their mandates, and they pur-
sue the organisational interests of survival and expansion (similar
Giessen et al., 2014; Giessen, 2011). On the simple organisational
interest category, bureaucracies can be divided into two orientation
based on their basic interest. First, production oriented bureaucra-
cies and the second is conservation oriented bureaucracies (Hirsch
& Warren, 1998).  This is in line with the argument that in cases
where both interests cannot be pursued simultaneously, organi-
sational interests are given higher priority (Niskanen, 1971; Krott,
1990; Peters, 2010).
Political inﬂuence manifests in  the ability to formulate or imple-
ment policies adherent to  one’s own interests. Inﬂuence is  exerted
by the use of information and power (Simon, 1981; Krott, 1990,
2005). Power is the ability to shape a  programme according to one’s
owns interests even against resistance from other actors. At  the core
of this concept lies Weber’s deﬁnition of power as the “probabil-
ity that one actor within a  social relationship will be  in a  position
to carry out one’s own  will despite resistance” (1922, 152). In this
paper, we  will focus on the coercive element of power only, by
looking at the formal responsibilities, based on which a speciﬁc
bureaucracy can grant permissions (e.g. release land from forest
area) or  prohibit things.
Methods
Friedrichs’s content analysis of formal policy documents (1990)
is applied. This content analysis is based on our  expert experi-
ences through two  steps. The ﬁrst, we select the most relevant
and the most current policy document including national constitu-
tion, laws, constitutional court decisions, government regulations,
presidential regulation, presidential decree, ministerial regulation,
ministerial decree, and Memoranda of Understanding. The second,
we analyse the documents by ﬁltering out all statement relevant for
our research question that explain clear formal tasks and respon-
sibilities. This analysis is applied to  both Basic Agrarian Law (BAL)
and Forestry Law (FL), and additionally to all laws and regulatory
documents related to the dual system of forest land administra-
tion. These legal documents are taken from ofﬁcial government
websites or  other trusted sites. In addition, founding documents of
institutions, programmatic documents, and other archival sources
that articulate the formal responsibilities of the core and secondary
bureaucracies are  cited. In Part 3.4, jurisprudential options and
bureaucratic responsibilities are explored on the legal probabilities
of the tropical rainforest land use transformation process. In Part
4, hypotheses are presented on the informal goals of bureaucracies
administering land uses and transformation by using bureaucratic
politics theory.
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Results and discussion
Forest-related land use administration in Indonesia within a dual
system
Land allocation processes in Indonesia are a  political process
(Nurrochmat et al., 2012) and have been ruled by  conﬂicting poli-
cies (Brockhaus et al., 2012). Mainstream policy divides Indonesian
land into two categories: Kawasan hutan which we  deﬁne as for-
est area, and all other land outside forest area. Both land regimes
are under state control, regulated mainly by the Basic Agrarian Law
(BAL), which is  also referred to as UUPA (undang-undang pokok
agraria) 60 of 1960, and the Forestry Law (FL), which is also referred
to as Undang-Undang Kehutanan 41 of 1999, and both of which gov-
ern land use (Fay & Sirait, 2005; Bakker & Moniaga, 2010). Forest
area is categorised based on its fulﬁlment of one of three functions,
which includes (i)  production forests, (ii) protection forests, and
(iii) conservation forests. In the Indonesian case, forest area is state
granted or designated by law. Forestry Law 41 of 1999 Article 1
paragraph (3) states that forest area is “any particular area deter-
mined or designated by the government to  be permanent forest”.
Andiko (2010) argues that these imprecise deﬁnitions can lead to
land without standing trees being gazetted as forest area. Further-
more, there is  no ﬁnal jurisdiction status conﬁrmation of kawasan
hutan deﬁnition especially on the state ownership interpretation,
but the term of ‘designated by government’ and ‘permanent forest’
has been interpreted by rules on the ground (Government Regula-
tion, Ministry Regulations, and even other sectoral Laws like Spatial
Planning Law) that kawasan hutan or forest area is  managed by state
under MoFor authority and treat it as ‘state owned’. However, some
policy experts and practitioners stick to  kawasan hutan deﬁnition
that all forest land use (including non-state forest) should be  cate-
gorised under this term or forest area. In our analytic point of view,
we categorised this forest land use based on the legal and also polit-
ical application in the ﬁeld. Therefore, we  exclude non state forest
from forest area.
This paper differentiates non-forest area in  so-called ‘title
forests’ into at least three main forest land use categories such as
private forests (represent individual ownership), customary forests
(represent indigenous community ownership), and legal entity
forest (represent company or legal institute ownership). These
categories are the recent policy development after Constitutional
Court Decision 35 of 2012 which is explained in  Section ‘Admin-
istration of title forests.’ Hence, MoFor is  formally responsible for
approximately 61% of Indonesian territory classiﬁed as forest area,
while NLA is formally responsible for approximately 39% classi-
ﬁed as non-forest area (Fay & Sirait, 2005). Nevertheless, there is  a
cross-responsibility intersection between both organisations. Title
forest is the only legal category of forest outside forest area, and
though the term ‘title forest’ does not appear in  BAL, it is contained
in Forestry Law 41 of 1999 and regulations under the jurisdiction
of Forestry Law. In Article 3 of MoFor Regulation P.30 of 2012, it
is clearly stated that title forest is  established by (a) certiﬁcate
of ownership, Letter C or Girik (a notiﬁcation letter from either
Dutch colonial era or customary authority), (b) HGU certiﬁcate or
right of use licence, or  (c) other NLA documents that conﬁrm land
ownership or land occupation outside forest area. Title forest land
is inclusive of a  bundle of rights under BAL, but which is exclu-
sive of the forest itself. However, all legal land status is not clearly
mentioned on BAL, but some rules make an interpretation such
as Government Regulation 8 of 1953 on Mastery of State Land for
explaining ‘state land’ and State Treasury Law 1 of 2004 on describ-
ing ‘government land’ (see also Fig. 1).
MoFor has responsibilities to  administer and govern the legality
of forest products (especially timber) from title forest, which has
an additional bundle of rights issued by  NLA under BAL. There are
effectively two  bundles of rights on title forest; the ﬁrst is  granted
by NLA, while the second is  registered by MoFor for forest resources
(timber) grown on that land. MoA  as production oriented bureau-
cracies is  responsible for agroforestry products, especially for
plantation commodities outside forest area. This bureaucracy has
developed a  special unit for plantation issues called the ‘Directorate
General on Estate’ under MoA. Cross-responsibility intersects for
both commodity management and natural resource management,
both of which have entrenched interest-based motivations.
In the scientiﬁc literature, the terminology of tropical rainfor-
est is ambiguous due to  the lack of a precise deﬁnition (Swaine
& Whitmore, 1988). In this paper, the ‘ecological law’ deﬁnition
from Forestry Law 41 of 1999 applies, which describes forests as
“an ecosystem unit in  term of a plot of land containing bio-natural
resources dominated by vegetation in  integrated unity of environ-
ment thereof” (Art. 1,  paragraph 2). Based on this legal deﬁnition,
Indonesian forest cover could be interpreted to include all cate-
gories of land (both forest area and non-forest area). The idea of
state sovereignty over a category of land cover called “Forestry”
emerged in South-East Asian after World War  II, creating powerful
institutions of state forestry (Peluso & Vandergeest, 2001).
During political transitions (into decentralisation), Indonesian
country is  particularly vulnerable to the fragmented government
into provincial and district level (Smith et al., 2003). Regional
governments in  autonomous regions1 (district government or
provincial government) have been partially mandated with deliv-
ering services in land administration under Law 32 of  2004 on
Regional Government. NLA is otherwise the main administrator
on the land outside forest area. An intersection of responsibilities
occurs in rights licensing power and interest-based jurisprudential
administrative responsibility. The consequence of this rights over-
lapping produces contestation between MoFor, NLA, and regional
government over the “middle area” which exists both in  policy for-
mulation and in  service delivery. One example is the (public) need
of land for development infrastructure (housing, infrastructure,
public ofﬁces building), especially for the new districts in Indonesia,
then Regional Government can use Spatial Planning Law (Law No.
26 of 2007) to revise their regional allocation plans and transform
forest area into non forestry purposes. Non Forested Area or APL
can be interpreting as the middle area. APL is  not forest area but on
the real landscape it is possible non-forest and also forest. APL can
be transformed into forest area through the land swap mechanism
(this can be seen in Section ‘Released forest area and change forest
category’).
On 21 February 2012, the Constitutional Court granted the plain-
tiffs’ request through Constitutional Court Decision 45 of 2011,
declaring the phrase “designated and or” in  the Article 1  (3) of
Forestry Law to  be unconstitutional and unenforceable. Phrase des-
ignated and or gazetted is  deleted and change with only phrase
“gazetted” (Indonesian Constitutional Court, 2011). Article 1 (3)
now reads: “Forest Area (Kawasan hutan)  is a  particular area des-
ignated (ditunjuk) and or  gazetted (ditetapkan) by the Government
to be maintained as permanent forest (Hutan Tetap).” Furthermore,
MoFor Regulation 44 of 2012 that the gazette of forest area required
ﬁnal forest boundaries which is very difﬁcult to implement in the
ﬁeld due to forest land tenure conﬂicts among the stakeholders.
1 Based on the Regional Government Law  32  of 2004, we conceptualise
autonomous government as the devolution power to either provincial govern-
ment or district level in the context of decentralisation. However, autonomous
government is  mostly relying on the district government (meanwhile, province
government is vested with only limited autonomy). But in the forestry case, provin-
cial government take responsible on inter-districts based forest management and
administration.
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Fig. 1. Dual system of Indonesian land administration.
The implications of this ruling are potentially thoughtful con-
cerning (i) the recent legal status of forest area, (ii) the ability of
the MoFor to  exert management authority over it, and (iii) changes
to the formal and informal balance of power between central and
regional government authorities in determining the allocation of
land to forestry versus non-forestry purposes within provincial spa-
tial plans (Wells et al., 2012; Arizona et al., 2012; van Noordwijk
et al., 2013). Meanwhile, MoFor argued that this Constitutional
Court 45 of 2011 is not  changing anything, it only has implication
on the future of forest land use administration which should be
gazetted due to  the principle of retrospectivity on Constitutional
Court jurisprudence or its decisions cannot affect individual rights
or legal relationships established in the past (Arizona, 2013; Wells
et al., 2012). This fragmented dual land system can be seen in Fig. 1
and the details explanation will be explored in Section ‘Adminis-
tration of title forests.’
Administration of title forests
Category of title forest
NLA holds ofﬁcial jurisdiction and organisational responsibility
for all types of rights registered at the state level. Meanwhile, we
differentiate title forest into three forest forms based on the rights
in BAL, and also Article 1 of Forestry Law stated ‘by Title Forest we
mean any forest situated on land charged with land title’. ‘Title’
on this Forestry Law is  abundant of land rights outside forest area
(MoFor Regulation P.30 of 2012). These include private forest under
right of ownership, forest plantation under right of cultivation (Hak
Guna Usaha/HGU)  and customary forest under indigenous right of
tenure. This is also strengthened by  Constitutional Court 35 of 2012
that state forest (forest area) as referred to in  paragraph (1) point a,
does not include customary forest. There are only two categories in
Forestry Law (Article 5) paragraph (1) “Forest shall by status consist
of: a. state forest, and b. title forest. Hence the category of title forest
within should include customary forest (see  Section ‘Forest-related
land use administration in  Indonesia within a  dual system’). Hence,
BAL, Forestry Law and Constitutional Court Decision correspond
each other to describe our title forest categories below.
a. Individual –  private forest is commonly deﬁned as hutan rakyat,
or people forest, and is attached to  the right of ownership or to
any rights that authorise forest farmers to manage their forests
(like right of use and right of lease). In this term, we classify
private forests as the individual (forest farmer). The amount of
private forest is  about 1.568.415,63 ha (MoFor, 2005).
b.  Legal entity – forest is  categorised as any agricultural activity,
including rubber and palm oil plantation under the right of cul-
tivation, or business permit (HGU) terms of up to 35 years that
can be extended for additional 25 years. Individuals and ﬁrms
(both state ﬁrms and private companies) are eligible to access
an HGU certiﬁcate as long as they ﬁt requirements including
Indonesian citizenship, and for ﬁrms, incorporation and domi-
cile in  Indonesia based on the Article 30 of BAL and Article 2  of
Government Regulation No. 40 of 1996. Actually, forest planta-
tion is  not a  common term used on forestry especially on the title
forest due to  the fact that  the plantation sector in title forest is
controlled and regulated under MoA. MoFor will only regulate
the logging activity of plantations which are located out of  forest
area. Rubber plantations covered about 3,107,544 million ha in
2013 (MoA, 2013).
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c. Customary forest is forest managed by indigenous people under
hak ulayat (indigenous) or other similar rights of adat (custom
law communities) as long as such communities in reality still
exist. It is  consistent with state interests and shall not contra-
dict or supersede other laws and regulations (Arts.2 and 3,  BAL).
These rights are strengthened by Indonesian Constitutional Court
Decision 35 of 2012. There is  no ﬁnal conﬁrmation formal data
about the amount of this type of forest cover.
Recent legal developments on customary forest
According to the National Constitution, 1945 article 18B (2), the
state recognises and respects customary communities and their
traditional rights based on the law. Sirait et al. (2001) have identi-
ﬁed laws and regulations related to indigenous rights in  as many
as seven Laws (including BAL and Forestry Law), and also in one
People’s Consultative Assembly’s Resolution (TAP MPR), two gov-
ernment regulations, one presidential decision, one presidential
instruction, three ministerial regulations, and four ministerial deci-
sions. With these laws and regulations approved the possibilities
of customary forest (as part of customary rights) are  found both on
forest area and outside forest area. Even though there are so many
regulations about respecting indigenous land rights as established
by the principle of customary forest, there is no detailed regu-
lation about how to implement the establishment of customary
forest (especially) categorised as forest area based on FL. Constitu-
tional Court Decision 35 of 2012 later approved Aliansi Masyarakat
Adat Nusantara or the Alliance of Archipelagic Indigenous People
(AMAN) proposal and removed the word “state” from Article 1
(6) of the Forestry Law, which has juristic consequences for the
categorisation of customary forest as title forest.
Government Regulation 10 of 2010 on Forest Determination and
Function Change Procedure (Art. 2) offers re-leasing of forest area
based on “development dynamic and community’s aspiration”. This
language gives bureaucracies a  way to  implement the Constitu-
tional Court Decision 35 of 2012, while also stipulating that forest
area relinquishment should maintain forest area proportions of 30%
of province-wide area or watershed area. This proportional require-
ment may  potentially oppose AMAN’s claim that there are at least
40 million hectares of customary forest in Indonesia, or  almost 50%
of existing forest area (AMAN, 2013). Furthermore, NLA’s role is
conspicuously absent in this regulation. Other potentially puzzling
issues arise because BAL (Arts.2 & 3) requires that the ‘establish-
ment of customary forest should not be contrary to  the national
interest’. This allows for political steering of native forest trans-
formation with an open interpretation based on the variety of
bureaucratic interests on customary forest issues.
The director of NLA agrees with Constitutional Court Decision
No. 35 of 2012 (HuMa, 2013), however, this legal decision is a
merely conditional recognition that customary forests are those
already legally recognised by  Article 67 of FL, which states that
claims should be  legalised through regional government regula-
tion which attach clear boundary and institutions. Soon after this
Constitutional Court decision, AMAN reported that many indige-
nous groups began ad hoc mapping of their customary forest claims
with stick boundary markers. The recent MoFor regulation has been
issued (MoFor Regulation P.62 of 2013 on the Amendment of MoFor
Regulation P.44 of 2012 on the Inaugural of forest area) which is
including Constitutional Court decision No. 35 of 2012. These reg-
ulations wait for the regional government response whether they
recognise indigenous by issuing regional regulation.
Village Law 6 of 2014 has clearly mentioned the possibility
of forming customary institutions in  village levels and as part of
formal village institutions (Article 95). By this law, Regional Gov-
ernment could possible form Customary Village. But this law is
not clearly stated about customary court which is  the essence
of strengthening customary and traditional rights. The absence
of customary law creates some conﬂicts of regulations because
customary communities and traditional rights are regulated by dif-
ferent sectorial laws and technical regulations. AMAN as customary
representative takes neutral positions of this Village Law and still
proposes Recognizing Indigenous Rights Law in the parliament.
Bureaucracies responsible for title forest
Main bureaucracies. NLA is the main administrator of Indonesian
land outside forest area. It has led government in  the recogni-
tion and granting of seven types of land rights and three types of
natural resource rights. Hak milik (right of ownership) is  consid-
ered the most powerful right in  Article 16 of BAL.  The other rights
clearly stated in BAL such as (i)  hak guna-usaha (right of cultiva-
tion), (ii) hak guna-bangunan (right of use of structures), (iii) hak
pakai (right of use), (iv) hak sewa (right of lease), (v) hak membuka
tanah (right to clear land), (vi) hak memungut-hasil-hutan (right to
collect forest produce), and (vi) rights other than those mentioned
above, which shall be  stipulated by way of an Act, and rights of
provisional nature. Not all of these rights have been parsed into
detailed regulation. However, Indonesia’s decentralised political
system (Regional Government Law 32 of 2004) mandates district
and provincial governments to act in  a  supporting role to NLA in
land services. Central government commands the issuance of main
land rights, management, policy making, and regulatory aspects.
Table 1 illustrates regional government’s role in mediation of land
conﬂict, its provision of preliminary licences for location permit-
ting, and permission to  open land for the procedural process to
obtain Right of Cultivation from NLA.
MoFor issued Regulation P.30 of 2012on the administration
of title forest products, which also allocates the responsibilities
and roles of regional government (both provincial and district
governments). MoFor is the core bureaucracy of Forestry Law,
and therefore is  responsible for administering and governing the
legality of production in  title forest and to ensure its ecosystem
preservation. MoFor Regulation No P.26 of 2005 (Art. 15,  paragraph
2) determines that title forests can produce timber and non-timber
products, as well as products of ecosystem preservation. This reg-
ulation has also been enhanced by MoFor Regulation P.30 of 2012
on forest products (speciﬁcally timber production) from title for-
est. Regulation P.30 of 2012 regulates only forest timber products,
not land rights. NLA, as the core bureaucracy of BAL, registers land
rights. Table 1 provides a  brief overview of various bureaucratic
responsibilities.
Secondary bureaucracies. Secondary bureaucracies can be  min-
istries, task forces, or  inter-ministerial bureaucracies dispatched
with special tasks that are entangled among related ministries.
Rubber and palm oil plantations are mostly located in  title forest.
Both commodities are  prioritised in the Master Plan for Accel-
eration and Expansion of Indonesia’s Economic Development for
2011–2025 on Sumatra Island (SMNDP, 2011). According to the
National Planning System Law 25 of 2004, the State Minister for
National Development Planning/National Development Planning
(SMNDP) is responsible for providing planning for rubber and palm
oil plantations. Under the same law, the regional government is
responsible for providing regional development planning (both on
provincial and district/municipality level). Law 26 of 2007 on Spa-
tial Planning grants SMNDP and autonomous regional governments
shared responsibilities in arranging the spatial planning for rubber
and oil  plantation in  title forests. The Ministry of Trade (MoT) is
responsible for increasing trade in palm oil and rubber, most of
which is planted on  title forest. MoT  is  also responsible for pro-
moting palm oil commodities as the green product on international
trade forums such as APEC. Meanwhile, Ministry of Industry is (MoI)
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Table  1
Main bureaucracies’ responsible for title forests administration.
NLA Regional Government (District Government) MoFor MoA
General
Responsibilities
Administer and
regulate land rights
(Based on Regulation of
the Minister of
Agrarian Affairs/Head
of NLA 3 of 1999)
Temporary task: Delay
the issuance of land
rights (for HGU and
others) on  the
moratorium area for
the period 2013–2015
(Based on Presidential
Instruction 6 of 2013);
Provide services on land administration, such
as use of vacant land and settlement issues;
determines subject and object-land
redistribution; guarantees, replacement of
excess soil loss; and planning of land use at
district/municipality level (Stated at the
attachment of Government Regulation No. 38
of 2007)
Regulate timber
product administration
and legality (Based on
MoFor Regulation P.30
of 2012)
Temporary task: Delay
the  issuance of any
management rights;
recommendation and
location permit for
logging on the
moratorium area for
the  period 2013–2015
(Based on Presidential
Instruction 6 of 2013.
If land is  managed by
agroforestry systems
that produce
agricultural products,
MoA  regulates the
agricultural products
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
Private Forests
Grant property rights
to  agricultural and
non-agricultural land,
grant the right to  use
agricultural and
non-agricultural land
(Based on Regulation of
the Minister of
Agrarian Affairs/Head
of NLA 3 of 1999)
→Administer timber transportation
documentation (Based on MoFor Regulation
P.30 of2012)
→Implementation of land acquisition for
development purposes; dispute resolution;
completion of restitution and compensation
issues for land development (Stated at the
attachment of Government Regulation 38 of
2007)
Regulation of forest
products from private
forest.
Write regulation and
incentives for
agricultural production
(from agroforestry
model on private
forest).
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
HGU Plantation
Forests
→Grants leasehold or
business permits (HGU)
for plantation (Based
on the Government
Regulation 40 of 1996)
→Administer timber transportation
documentation (Based on MoFor Regulation
P.30 of 2012)
→Issues location permits, grant permission to
open land (Based on Regulation of the Minister
of Agrarian Affairs/Head of NLA 3 of 1999),
Facilitates Environmental Impact Analyses
(together with central government)
(Government Regulation 27 of 1999)
→Regulate and issue
the relinquishment of
forest area (for
plantation)
→Issue licence for
undertaking plantation
business (IUP) (Based
on the Ministry of
Agriculture Decision
No. 786 of 1996). Issues
regulation on the
guideline of Plantation
business (Ministry of
Agriculture Regulation
98 of 2013)
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
Customary Forests
Register customary
forest
→Verifying customary forest land and
institution, providing District Regulation
(Based on the BAL and partly explained on the
attachment of Government Regulation 38 of
2007)
→Administer forest
products
responsible for expanding markets in  both domestic and interna-
tional trade and for spreading industry outside Java Island.
Indonesia’s Transmigration Programme began during Dutch
colonial era in  the early 1900s, and it plays an indispensable role
in palm oil and rubber plantations development in Sumatra (Zen
et al., 2005; Casson, 1999; Budiman & Penot, 1997). In the begin-
ning, this programme mobilised labour from Java and Bali Island to
estate area development in rubber, oil palm and cocoa. It  applied
Nucleus Estate Scheme (NES) to  facilitate partnerships between big
companies (both state company and private company), district gov-
ernment, and labour to provide housing, seeds, implements, and
two hectares of land for the migrant labour. The Ministry of Man-
power and Transmigration (MoMT) is  responsible for coordinating
a district-to-district basis transmigration programme and for coor-
dinating costs shared between the central ofﬁce, the districts
involved, and the plantation beneﬁciaries. Regional government is
responsible for the management of migration and transmigration
settlements, and to  provide guidance for ﬁeld work, facilitate busi-
ness land acquisition, establish residence with the status of land
ownership, and guidance, development, and protection of busi-
ness partnerships (Based on Law 29 of 2009 on the Amendment
of Transmigration Law 15 of 1997). The palm oil product evolu-
tion into national biofuel programme has involved the Ministry of
Energy and Mineral Resources (MoEMR) as one of the main agency
on providing incentives and facilitating regulation (MoEMR, 2013).
Customary forests have been drawn up  with assistance from
indigenous peoples acros the country and facilitated by the
Participative Mapping Working Network (JKPP). JKPP (2013)
reports that work on customary forests borders found
2.4–2.6 million hectares of customary forest in  Indonesia. Its
ﬁndings have been sent to the Presidential Task Force Unit for
Supervision and Management of Development (UKP-PPP), Ministry
of the Environment (MoE), and Geospatial Information Agency
(GIA). Several MoA  and cooperation charters have been signed
between AMAN and the National Commission onHuman Rights
(NCoHR), and between AMAN and Minister of Environment (AMAN,
2013), to  mediate conﬂict in customary forests establishment.
UKP-PPP is working closely with presidential institutions to
supervise and coordinate ministries and local governments to  run
national development (based on the Presidential Regulation 54 of
2009 and Presidential Regulation 10 of 2012). UKP-PPP monitors
the process of establishing customary forest pursuant to Constitu-
tional Court Decision 35 of 2012 (Satgas REDD+, 2013a). UKP-PPP
also monitors and evaluates applicable international and bilateral
forest regimes such as REDD+ and forest moratorium (UKP-PPP,
2013). The moratorium is a programme between the governments
of Indonesia and Norway that delays issuance of land rights (for
HGU and others) on the moratorium area from 2013 to  2015 (as
also shown on Table 1). Even though the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(MoFA) holds competence in the international relations dimension,
other related bureaucracies are involved in Indonesian lobby repre-
sentation in international negotiations forums of forestry regimes.
Climate change regimes represent a  prime example. As a  result, the
president created the National Council on Climate Change (NCCC),
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through Indonesian Presidential Regulation Number 46 of 2008.
NCCC is responsible for coordinating the implementation of cli-
mate change policy and for strengthening Indonesia’s position in
international forums on climate change control.
Bureaucracies responsible for forest area
Forest area has been classiﬁed based on three functions: (i) con-
servation, (ii) protection, and (iii) production.
a. Protection forests are those designated to protect, a  buffer that
secures the water system, prevents ﬂoods, controls erosion, pre-
vents sea water intrusion and maintains soil fertility. The total
coverage area is about 32,211,814.72 ha (MoFor, 2012a)
b. Production forests are those designated to  yield forest products.
In Regulation P.50 of 2009, MoFor asserts that production forest
falls under three categories, including (i) Convertible Production
Forests, (ii) Permanent Production Forest, and (iii) Limited Pro-
duction Forest. The total coverage area is  about 77,835,293.99 ha
(MoFor, 2012a)
c. Conservation forests are those with speciﬁc attributes function-
ing to preserve ﬂora and fauna diversity and ecosystems. This
total cover area is about 8,025,820 which is  not included in water
conservation areas (Ministry of Forestry, 2012a)
Main bureaucracies
Here, responsibilities of bureaucracies are divided into two cat-
egories: (i) forest administration and (ii) forest management. The
scope of forest administration are regulation, general planning, and
granting rights. Forest management refers to more speciﬁc on-site
responsibilities, such as forest planning, forest inventory, and for-
est management for income generation. This broad responsibility
classiﬁcation is  illustrated in Table 2.
Table 2 illustrates that the arrangement of formal responsibili-
ties in forest administration and forest management is  distributed
between both central and regional government due to the forest
decentralisation which is under the jurisdiction of Regional Gov-
ernment Law 32 of 2004. A  temporary additional task of these
bureaucracies is  to delay the issuance of land rights (for HGU and
others) in  the moratorium area for the period 2013–2015 (Based
on Presidential Instruction 6 of 2013).
Secondary bureaucracies
The same competence of secondary bureaucracies on title forest
is also applied on forest area categories. 12 Ministries/Agencies sign
Memoranda of Understanding on the Acceleration of forest area
Stipulation in Indonesia which is witnessed by the President. The
President also asks UKP-PP and Corruption Commission Eradication
(KPK) to monitor and supervise this agreement (NFC, 2013b).
One of the root problems in forest area administration is  the
sheer number and discrepancy between existing maps. Several
public agencies release data on the quantity and the quality of
forest area. Therefore, UKP-PPP under the President instruction
is responsible to initiate the creation by  many related agencies
and actors of a “One Map  Policy”, which captures degraded land
and reconcile a  large number of maps that can be used in  the
moratorium area (Satgas REDD+, 2013b). However, the Geospa-
tial Information Agency (GIA) is  “formally” appointed to provide
Indonesian Geospatial Reference 2013 to implement the ‘One Map
Policy’ (Forestry Research and Development Agency, 2013)  and it is
a formal responsibility attached on the Law No. 4 of 2011. Indone-
sian forest area boundary determination is  not complete on the
legal authorised forest map, resulting in conﬂict between MoFor
and other stakeholders (Satgas REDD+, 2013b).
The discussion in  Section ‘Released forest area and change for-
est category’ explains how rainforest transformation options could
release forest area for non-forestry (and forestry) purposes or trans-
form forest area into title forest. Secondary bureaucracies are also
working on the process of releasing forest area to title forest use
or state land for development. This has implications for SMNDP,
which is responsible for the national space arrangement plan and
by default is an agent in development uses of forest area (based on
the Law No. 26 of 2007). UKP-PPP and Management Unit on REDD+
as presidential task unit for any special task on forest issues as well
as NCCC (National Council on Climate Change) is  also responsible
for responding international forest regime.
The Ministry of Environment (MoE) is responsible for forest
“environment”, namely biodiversity. Indonesia ratiﬁed the United
Nations Convention of Biodiversity (CBD) under Law No. 5 of 1994.
Law No. 23 of 1997 on the Management of Environment estab-
lished MoE  as the core bureaucracy in charge of biodiversity. MoE
is appointed as National Focal Point on CBD. MoE works closely with
MoFor on forest area as the main steward of biodiversity issues.
Different with other secondary bureaucracies, the National
Forestry Council (NFC) is not formed by government but it is  formed
by forestry multi-stakeholders organisation through Indonesian
Forestry Congress IV on 2006 which comes from the representa-
tives of non-government organisation, local community, forestry
enterprise, regional governments, forestry professional association,
and MoFor. This organisation as the interpretation of Forestry Law
41 of 1999 that government need stakeholders forum on forestry
development. But on the other side, the legal letter of this organi-
sation’s structure is  formed by MoFor which is indicated that NFC
is a  formal partner of MoFor. NFC as a multi-stakeholders forestry
forum has three functions, including (1) government partners in
making policy, (2) aligning communication between the parties,
and (3) monitor the performance of forestry development (NFC,
2013a). The other multi-stakeholder based organisation which is
legally partner with MoFor is  Working Group on Tenure, and Work-
ing Group on Community Empowerment.
Legal options for tropical rainforests transformations
Jurisprudential options and bureaucratic responsibilities are
explored below on the legal probabilities of the tropical rainfor-
est transformation process. Options for transforming native forest
into other land uses are described in  Fig. 2.  Steering to native forest
transformation is discussed in  Section ‘Developing plantation and
agroforestry outside forest area (title forest).’
Fig. 2 shows that basically, each of forest categories have pos-
sibilities to be transformed into all other categories. Logging and
forest commodities are  an essential and limiting factor in  deter-
mining native forest transformation options in  state forest area
(speciﬁcally on productive and protection forest). Logging can only
be conducted in title forests and production forests (or forest area
relinquished by the state). Only forest commodities listed by MoFor
can be planted in forest area. Consequently, it is  almost impossible
to set up  palm oil plantations in  production forests since forestry
regulations do  not categorise palm oil as a  forest commodity. Excep-
tions exist if MoFor, MoA  or regional government follow regulations
on utilising forest area for non-forestry purposes, so all rainforest
models (and commodities) are applicable to forest area. In spite of
this, no forest area has recently been transformed to palm oil plan-
tations. Commodity-based interest becomes an essential factor in
transforming native forests into other uses. Forest moratorium pol-
icy and the MoA  Regulation 98 of 2013 which limits only 100,000
hectares allowed to be developed as palm oil plantations have
reduced the growth of palm oil transformation (The Indonesian
Palm Oil Association, 2013; Investor Daily, 2013).
In addition to seizing control over forest area, central govern-
ment prevents transformation of conservation forest into rubber
or palm oil transformation models. One exception to  this is  if
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Table  2
Main bureaucracies’ responsible for forest area.
MoFor Regional Government (Province or District)
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
Conservation Forests
Administers and regulates duties of
Managing Forest Conservation Unit
(based on CNREL &FL)
Limited management responsibilities. Regional Government only manages Forest Park
(Tahura). Based on Article 38 of Conservation, and Natural Resources and Its
EcosystemLaw and Article 12  of Government Regulation 28  of 2011
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
Production Forests
Administers and regulates (FL) Manages production forest by facilitating Forest Management Unit or issues rights on
managing the forest area. Based on  Forestry Law, Article 66 of Conservation and
Natural  Resources and Its Ecosystem Law, Article 7  of Government Regulation 38 of
2007, andArticle 8 of Government Regulation 6  of 2007
Speciﬁc
Responsibilities on
Protection Forests
Administers and regulates (FL) Manages protection forest by facilitating Forest Management Unit or issuing rights on
managing the forest area Based on Forestry Law, Article 66  of Conservation and
Natural  Resources and Its Ecosystem Law, Article 7  of Government Regulation 38 of
2007, and Article 8 of Government Regulation 6 of 2007
CNREL: Conservation and Natural Resources and Its Ecosystem Law No.  5 of 1990 also referred to as UUK (Undang-undang konservasi SDA dan ekosistemnya).
FL:  Forestry Law number 41 of 1999.
bureaucracies steer conservation forest area by transforming it into
protection and production forest (see Section ‘Released forest area
and change forest category.’)
Released forest area and change forest category
Released forest area. Following Forestry Law and Spatial Planning
law (Law No. 26 of 2007), recent regulations on released forest
area were formed on 2010 and 2012. Government Regulation 10
of 2010 on Forest Determination and Function Change Procedure
(and Government Regulation No. 60 of 2012 on the amendment
several points of Government Regulation 10 of 2010) offers two
opportunities to  change classiﬁcation of forest, the ﬁrst is  partial
alteration of forest area; or secondly, through province-wide pro-
posal (Article 6). Forest cover of at least 30% of the total province
or watershed must be maintained. The following points are some
of the protocols for releasing forest area.
a Partial alteration of forest area; by way of (i)  exchange of forest
area (i.e. existing forest area become non-forest area in return
for non-forest area becoming new forest area upon completion
of the exchange), or (ii) relinquishment of forest area (i.e., exist-
ing forest area becomes non-forest area upon completion of  the
relinquishment).
b Exchange of forest area (land swap) can only be carried out in
respect to: Permanent Production Forest, and/or, Limited Produc-
tion Forest (Article 10). The exchange of forest areas can only be
carried out on the basis of certain conditions and requirements
(Article 11). This scheme shall be granted for a  maximum period
of 1 year from the issuance date, subject to  the possibility of  two
years (Article 13).
c Relinquishment of forest area can only be carried out in  respect
to Convertible Production Forests (Article 19).
Revision of regional spatial planning as shown on Table 3 could
be done each 5 years that Regional government (which is led by
Province Government) is  the key stakeholders based on the Spa-
tial Planning law. The recent regulation (MoFor Regulation P.62
of 2013) has included the possibility to  apply this legal option to
Legal Category 
Opons for 
Transformaons 
Maintain Forest 
Area:  
- Logging  
- Plant forest 
commodity 
-Communit y use
Maintain Forest 
Area: non-forestry 
(and forestry) 
purposes 
(commodies) 
Maintain Forest 
Area:  
- No Logging  
- Plant forest 
commodity 
- Communityuse
Jungle 
Rubber 
Rubber 
Plantaon 
&Jungle 
Rubber 
All 
models  
Released Forest 
Area for non 
forestry or 
forestry 
purposes  
Using 
derelict land 
for non-
forestry or 
forestry 
purposes 
Title Forest (Outside Forest Area) Conservaon Producon Protecon
Nave Forest 
Change 
Forest 
Category 
: Nave forest transformaons possible 
: Change Forest Category opon 
 Developing 
plantaon 
and 
agroforestry 
Fig. 2. Native forest transformation options.
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Table 3
Bureaucracies releasing forest area for plantation.
MoFor Regional Government (District and
or Province Government)
I. →Partial alteration
(change) of forest area
a.  Exchange of forest area
b. Relinquishment of
forest area
→MoFor proposes forest area Relinquishment
→Forms Integrated Team from scientiﬁc authority (to  evaluate the feasibility of forest area
release proposal)
→Asks parliamentary opinion of the proposal
→Issues the principal permit
→Recommends land replacement
→Guarantees province or watershed areas have a total forest area at least 30% of the total
province or watershed area
→Proposes forest area
→Relinquishment
→Recommendation from governor
or head of district
II.  Province-wide proposal →Forms Integrated Team from scientiﬁc authority (to  evaluate the feasibility of forest area
release proposal)
→Asks parliamentary opinion of the proposal
→Issuing Agreement
→Proposes revision of Regional
Spatial Planning (Including
Relinquishment forest area)
Source:  Government Regulation No. 10 of 2010 on  Forest Determination and Function Change Procedure and Law No. 26 of 2007 on Spatial Planning.
release forest area for customary forest as explained in  Section
‘Recent legal developments on  customary forest.’
Change forest category. Basically, Fig. 2 has showed us that all forest
categories have possibilities to  be changed. Conservation area is  the
most restricted area to release, however, it is  possible to transform
it into production and protection forest (then it is  possible to be
released). Government Regulation No. 10 of 2010 stated that forest
area alteration requires an application from MoFor or  a proposal
from a governor of the relevant province. Furthermore, the alter-
ation of forest area status to Convertible Production Forest Area
cannot be carried out in a  province where the total forest area is
less than 30% of its total area.
Forest area for logging and forest plantation. In Article 28, paragraph
(1) of FL, Forest Utilisation, including forest plantation or mono-
culture planting directly related to palm oil  plantation model, is
preferably carried out in  unproductive production forest in  order
to preserve natural forests. Table 4 shows three opportunities for
logging and plantation in forest area.
MoFor has authority to issue licences for logging, indicating that
central government has power and control over the forest. One
notable exception is the issuance of logging licences by regional
government for the people forest plantation scheme.
Both natural forest concessions and industrial plantation forest
schemes are regulated under MoFor Regulation P.50 of 2010. Peo-
ple forest plantation, community forest, and village forest schemes
are explained in Section ‘Recent legal developments on custom-
ary forest.’ Natural forest concession lasts for 55 years and aims to
utilise production forests, while Industrial plantation forest aims to
develop production forest on plantation forest. This type of devel-
opment is  led by  industrial groups to enhance the potential and
quality of the production forest with the target of meeting the
demands for basic industrial materials (lasting 100 years). People
forest plantation is  deﬁned as forest built by local communities to
enhance the potential and quality of production forest by imple-
menting silviculture to ensure sustainability of forest resources
(lasting 60 years with an option for a  single extension of 35 years).
In addition to estimating area and utilisation of Forest Plan-
tation, the natural forest concession scheme amounted to  about
23,647,239 ha, while the industrial plantation forest amounted
to about 10,046,839 ha.  The people forest plantation scheme
amounted to about 165,410.06 ha over the same period (MoFor,
2012a).
Forest area for community forestry
Community forest which located on (state) forest area could
be a choice for native forest transformation. These schemes is
not conﬁrming the community ownership towards forest area
but strengthening their activities on forest management. It  also
maintains the relationship between MoFor as the land authority,
regional government (both provincial and district government) as
the bridge of bureaucracy between the national level and com-
munity, and local community or farmer groups as rights holders.
These schemes will be effective in  resolving existing conﬂicts and
abuses (Marwa et al., 2010; Galudra et al., 2013; Nurrochmat,
2004; Nurrochmat et al., 2014a; similiar in  village forest case on
Akiefnawati et al., 2010; Supratman & Sahide, 2013). These rela-
tionships and built-in responsibilities appear in Table 5.
There are at least six schemes categorised as community forestry
which are offered by the government (MoFor):
a. Village forest: the scheme built for the village welfare and man-
aged by village institutions. It  may  be located on both production
and protection forest, under MoFor Regulation P.49 of 2008 and
MoFor Regulation 53 of 2011. MoFor has approved 83,401 ha for
this scheme (MoFor, 2012b).
b. Community forest: the scheme built for community empow-
erment. It may be located on both protection and production
forest, under MoFor Regulation P.37/Menhut-II/2007. It  is  man-
aged by individual farmers or  farmer groups. MoFor has approved
186,941 ha for this scheme (MoFor, 2012b).
c. People forest plantation: the scheme built for plantation for-
est development on production forest. Land is  developed by an
industrial group to enhance the potential and quality of the pro-
duction forest in the frame of meeting the demands for basic
industrial material production, under MoFor Regulation P.23 of
2007. MoFor has approved 700,831 ha for this scheme (MoFor,
2012b).
d. Partnership: collaboration between farmer groups and private
companies (as forest utilisation permit holders) and Government
(both MoFor and Regional Government) as the facilitator. This is
the recent pattern of community forest regulated under MoFor
Regulation P. 39 of 2013 on Community Empowerment through
Forestry Partnership
e. Forest Area for Special Purpose: There are two  main legal inter-
pretation of ‘special purpose’; the ﬁrst is  for forestry research,
and the second is  for respecting or  recognising indigenous land
rights managed by local communities. This regime is  regulated
under Government Regulation 6 of 2007. However, only ‘spe-
cial purpose’ management units for research institutions have
been developed in  the ﬁeld. No ‘special purpose’ management
unit exists for local community stakeholders in the ﬁeld (MoFor,
2012b).
f. Traditional Zone and Special Zone of National Park: one of  the
zoning rules on national park land that provides for special
purposes including community forestry activities under MoFor
Regulation P.56 of 2006.
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Table  4
Schemes of Forest Timber Products Utilisation Business Licenses (IUPHHK) and bureaucratic responsibilities.
MoFor Regional Government
1. Natural Forests (Concession)(Government Regulation 3 of 2008) Issuing licence for logging Recommendation for logging permit.
2.  Industrial Plantation Forests Issuing licence for logging Recommendation for logging permit.
3.  People Forest Plantation Issuing licence for logging Issuing licence for logging
4.  Village forest Issuing licence for logging Recommendation for logging permit.
5.  Community forest Issuing licence for logging Recommendation for logging permit.
Table 5
Bureaucracies responsible for CFs  schemes.
MoFor Regional Government
Village forests Grant Licence for Logging (on production forest) Issue recommendation and forest management right.
Community Forests Grant Licence for Logging (on production forest) Issue community forestry business right.
Forest Area for Special Purpose Issue Management Right Issue recommendations.
Partnership Regulate and Facilitate stakeholder interactions Facilitate farmers’ groups and business or permit holders.
People  Forest Plantation Grant Licence for Logging (on production forest) Issue recommendation and grant licence for logging (on
production forest).
Traditional zone and Special Zone of
National Park (Conservation area)
The head of conservation unit (National Park) on behalf of
MoFor Issuing Management Rights
Issue management rights.
MoFor and Regional Government are the key stakeholders
on regulating and managing these community forestry schemes.
Table 5 provides a  summary of the bureaucracies involved and their
responsibilities.
Forest area for community use is somehow interpreted as devel-
oping agroforestry systems (including non-timber forest products
and ecosystem services). Even though MoFor Regulation P.35
of 2007 has listed non timber forest products (NTFs) as their
commodities, but MoA as the core bureaucracy on developing agro-
forestry products (including NTFPs) ﬁnd difﬁculties in developing
agroforestry products which are grown on forest areas due to the
restriction access of forest area.
Using forest area for non-forestry purposes and the palm oil
commodity policy discourse
The previous policy on MoFor Regulation P. 62 of 2011 allowed
palm oil  to  be  planted on production forest under the guidelines
of the industrial forestry concession scheme. After community
dialogues raised public discourse on the policy, MoFor nulliﬁed
Regulation P.64 of 2011. There is,  nevertheless, the possibility for
palm oil to be planted in forest area. Under FL  Article 38, this could
be performed by proposing a scheme to use production and pro-
tection forests for non-forestry purposes in the interest of national
development. If the actors agree or meet political consensus that
palm oil  and rubber plantations are categorised as “certain agri-
cultural and food security in the context of energy security”, under
Article 1 of Government Regulation Number 61 of 2012, then palm
oil and rubber commodities could be grown in  forest area. Further-
more, this regulation provides the use of forest area for non-forestry
purposes based on forest use permits. In 2010, seventy-seven plots
covering about 43,171.96 ha of forest area were approved for min-
ing and non-mining activities, while sixty-eight plots covering area
of about 60,313.47 ha were used for mining and non-mining activ-
ities under land compensation (MoFor, 2012a).
Developing plantation and agroforestry outside forest area (title
forest)
This option is  identical to the legal entity-forest category of title
forests which actually is basically from a  set of laws and regulations
and has been explained in our  category of title forest in  Section
‘Bureaucracies responsible for title forest.’ This legal entity forest
could be developed from the right of cultivation, or  business per-
mit  (HGU). This option is  possible to  conduct any plantation and
agroforestry activities in land outside forest area.
Using waste land (non forest area)
Government Regulation 11 of 2010 on Controlling and Using
Waste Land has been issued to maximise waste land that NLA
has indicated 4.8 million ha waste land in  Indonesia (Mongabay
Indonesia, 2012). Waste land is  all land that is not maintained by
the owner and inhabitants for all land permits such as HGU (plan-
tation business land), state land, Non Forested Area (APL) or  other
title lands. This regulation asks NLA as core bureaucracies on imple-
menting this regulation through coordination with MoA and MoFor
which are  the most related stakeholders. MoFor argued that this
regulation is a  good opportunity to use waste land for palm oil
plantations (State-Owned Enterprises, 2011).
Steering back to Native Forest
Transformation back to  native forest can be done through legal
forest restoration by business and through national programmes
for land rehabilitation and reforestation.
a. Ecosystem Restoration scheme: the legal basis for this scheme
is MoFor Regulation P.50 of 2010, and the purpose of  this scheme
is to  develop a  zone within a  production forest site to preserve
and enhance the quality of its ecosystem. These activities include
maintenance, protection and restoration of the forest ecosys-
tem, including planting, enriching, spacing, breeding of fauna,
returning ﬂora and fauna to  wildlife, and non-biological ele-
ments (soil, climate and topography) to  endemic species, so as
to achieve equilibrium in bio-data and the ecosystem. Hence, all
models of native forest transformation located in production for-
est are eligible to access this scheme. Roughly 525,340 hectares
have been approved for this scheme (MoFor, 2012a).
b. Forest and Land Rehabilitation: this steering applies in both
forest area and title forest and funded by MoFor. Forest man-
agement units under regional government or  MoFor authority
are eligible to propose rehabilitation using their own bud-
getary resources. Originally this activity was  based on the Joint
Decrees of the Coordinating Ministry of Welfare, Coordinating
Ministry of the Economy and Coordinating Ministry of Politics
and Security Numbers 09 of 2003, 16of 2003,08 of 2003 on
the Establishment Coordination Team Improvements through
Environmental Rehabilitation and National Afforestation. The
following year MoFor issued ministerial decisions for implemen-
tation, namely Decision 340 of 2003 and Regulation Number
25 of 2006. Regional government is also authorised to propose
Forest and Land Rehabilitation in title forest. Hence, all models
of rainforest transformation are eligible to  access this scheme.
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During the period 2006–2010 the Ministry of Forestry has man-
aged the reforestation of 149,422.75 ha under this programme
(MoFor, 2012a).
Conclusion
Bureaucratic responsibilities inﬂuence tropical rainforest
transformarmations systems
This paper ﬁnds that there are  six legal forest land use cate-
gories in the dual land system of Indonesian territory. There are
three categories of forest area, which include (1) conservation
forest, (2) production forest (3) protection forest; and three cat-
egories of title forest, namely (1) private forest (private individual
ownership), (2) plantation forest (legal entity ownership), and (3)
customary forest. ‘Legality entity-plantation forest’ is categorised
on title forest due to MoFor or other bureaucracies still regulate
logging mechanism of trees production from this plantation, even
though some international deﬁnitions do  not  categorise plantation
forests as ‘forest’. Four types of rainforest transformation (native
forest, jungle rubber or agroforestry, rubber plantation, and palm
oil plantation) are present in this study across all legal forest land
use categories. The core bureaucracies steering tropical rainfor-
est transformation are  Ministry of Forestry, National Land Agency,
regional government (which relies mostly on district government
as an autonomous region entity). An intersection of responsibilities
exist between a number of these agencies, but it is  most signiﬁcant
between Ministry of Forestry, regional government and National
Land Agency due to the right of licensing power these bureaucra-
cies share (such as; allocating regional land use, releasing forest
area, rights of cultivation, rights of logging). Commodity and prod-
uct based interests also create cross intersections of responsibility
between the Ministry of Forestry and Ministry of Agriculture in
‘agroforestry’ commodities. Legal land status and Commodity inter-
ests have become an essential consideration in the transformation
of native forest to other types of land use. This is in  line with
bureaucratic politic theory that they are competing for resources
and political domain (Allison, 1971; Niskanen, 1971; Stern, 1998;
Krott, 1990; Hubo & Krott, 2010; Peters, 2010; Giessen, 2011).
The secondary bureaucracies steering native forest transforma-
tion are State Ministry for National Development Planning/National
Development Planning, the Ministry of Trade, the Ministry of Indus-
try, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources the Ministry
of Environment, the Ministry of Manpower and Transmigration,
Presidential Task Force Unit for Supervision and Management
of Development, the Ministry of the Environment Geospatial
Information Agency, the National Commission on Human Rights,
National Council on Climate Change, Management unit of REDD+,
and the National Forestry Council. The President has appointed
the Presidential Task Force Unit for Supervision and Manage-
ment of Development and asks Corruption Eradication Commission
to monitor the memorandum of understanding among 12 min-
istries/agencies on forestry land tenure governance. This indicates
that the President using his coercive power through a super bureau-
cracy to lead beyond the ‘traditional agencies’ to accelerate special
mission. It is in line with Krott (2005) that the main sources of
bureaucracies’ power based on coercion are their legal mandates
(including decision rights and sanction mechanisms), technical
resources (enabling bureaucracies to maintain a policy process).
The existence of National Council on Climate Change, Manage-
ment unit of REDD+, and the Presidential task unit which is  directly
involved on the REDD+ regime in Indonesia indicate that the inter-
national forest regime seems to be relevant in many bureaucracies
in Indonesia which is in  line with Wibowo & Giessen (2012) and
Giessen (2013a, 2013b).
Legal options for tropical rainforest transformations
This paper ﬁnds a  number of legal options for steering native
forest transformation tied to  formal bureaucratic responsibili-
ties. Native forest transformation options for forest area include
a release of forest area for any purposes, using forest area for
non-forestry purposes (e.g. for food and energy security), max-
imising production forest for logging, and developing community
forest schemes. In title forest, transformation options are planta-
tion forest, developing plantation and agroforestry, and taking full
advantage of wasteland. Other option is steering back to native
forest applied in both forest area and title forest. Native forest
transformation options reﬂect the tendency to  take high pressure
on forest area with the most pressure coming from releasing for-
est area options and using forest area for non-forestry purposes.
Customary forest creates additional constraints on the quantity
of forest area. However, transformation back to  native forest can
be done through legal forest restoration by business and through
national programmes for land rehabilitation and reforestation.
Hypotheses on informal bureaucratic interests for future research
The informal responsibilities and interest-based motives
described in bureaucratic theory demonstrate that bureaucracies
pursue formal as well as informal goals (Krott, 1990, 2005; Peters,
2010). Based on that theory the authors analyse the outcomes
of formal tasks to conceptualise a hypothesis on the interests of
bureaucracies for further research. The central hypotheses con-
tends that both core and secondary bureaucracies have conﬂicting
interests over all four types of tropical rainforest transformation
due to the areas of overlapping responsibility. A second claim is
that MoFor acts to  maintain forest area cover quantity in a man-
ner that is in line with bureaucratic competition for resources and
responsibility in policy domains (Allison, 1971; Niskanen, 1971;
Stern, 1998; Krott, 1990; Hubo & Krott, 2010; Peters, 2010). These
will also contribute to the ‘tough ﬁght’ of political forest deﬁnition
on the law level as well as the implementation of all forest types.
For example, in the case of Constitutional Court decision 35 of 2012
customary forest should be transformed from forest area to title
forest, then Ministry of Forestry will behave to keep and provide
regulation on the strict deﬁnition and requirement of customary
forest as the part of efforts to  maintain the quantity of forest area
cover. Ministry of Forestry is using (and ‘optimising’) community
forest schemes to campaign for indigenous rights’ interests over
those of customary forest. In other cases on ﬁnalising forest area
boundaries or mediating Ministry of Forestry and other core and
secondary bureaucracies on the conﬂict of forest boundary between
forest area and other land use sector, Ministry of Forestry will take
forest area cover quantity as the main attention on the mediation
between Ministry of Forestry and other sector bureaucracies such
as National Land Agency, Ministry of Agriculture, and regional gov-
ernment (similar case on Giessen & Krott, 2009; Krott &  Hasanagas,
2006; Rayner et al., 2001). Third, regional government competes
with Ministry of Forestry over native forest transformation to palm
oil and rubber plantation, due to local income generation from both
crops. Regional governments typically choose palm oil plantations
over rubber agroforestry and plantations as well as REDD initiative
due to  the higher income potential from palm oil commodities. This
is  in line with van Noordwijk et al. (2013) that national interest
in retaining global palm oil exports gained priority over expecta-
tions of REDD forest rents. But this competition will be camouﬂaged
by keeping conservation issues invisible, neglecting them within
administrative procedures (similar in  Lower Saxony case by  Hubo
& Krott, 2013). Fourth, on the agroforestry development, Min-
istry of Forestry and Ministry of Agriculture will compete for the
domain responsibilities due to the commodity based policy and the
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impact of dual land systems. This contestation is ampliﬁed by the
nature of bureaucracies which is  divided into production oriented
bureaucracies and conservation oriented bureaucracies (Hirsch &
Warren, 1998; Giessen et al., 2014). For example, even though
National Park Management has been mandated on approving spe-
cial zone and traditional zone for community use (agroforestry) but
it will be hard to  implement in the ﬁeld due to the contradiction
of their basic position and interest as the conservation oriented
bureaucracies. Fifth, Palm oil as the very high value commodity for
national interest (SMNDP, 2011; Caroko et al., 2011) will enhance
the inﬂuence of related production oriented bureaucracies and face
high challenges from conservation oriented bureaucracies. Sixth,
secondary bureaucracies such as Presidential Task Force Unit for
Supervision and Management of Development, National Council on
Climate Change, the National Forestry Council, Ministry of Environ-
ment, State Ministry for National Development Planning/National
Development Planning, and REDD+ management unit, possesses
much inﬂuence in international forest issues, and therefore these
bureaucracies ﬁnd abundant ﬁnancial support from international,
regional, and bilateral donors. This can potentially lead to struggles
between these secondary bureaucracies and the core bureaucracies
on ﬁnalising forest demarcation, registering customary forest, and
granting rights of plantation, all due to competition in  budget shar-
ing. Seventh, strong presidential representation in delegations to
the Presidential Task Force Unit for Supervision and Management
of Development, National Council on Climate Change, and REDD+
management unit are found in  this research to be an illustration of
presidential coercive power. Eighth, strong environmentalist and
community based mission from the inﬂuence of international for-
est regimes will amplify the contestation between conservation
oriented bureaucracies and production oriented bureaucracies in
national and sub national levels. The inﬂuence of international
forest regimes is  felt in the strength of actors implementing pro-
grammes and overseeing supporting budgets in both domestic and
international donor budgets (Bernstein & Cashore, 2012). Whether
bureaucratic competition and contestation is reduced or ampliﬁed
is dependent on beneﬁciary responsibility sharing in mandatory
delivery power, and achievement of resources. Ninth, key staff
and leaders of presidential task force bureaucracies come from
academic and third sector backgrounds. This affects the ways
these organisations are managed and their institutional missions,
at times contradicting organisational thinking with traditional
bureaucracy like Ministry of Forestry. This is in line with bureau-
cratic politics’ assumption that parochial, personal, national, and
domestic interests shape the actors’ positions towards the issue at
hand (Tagma & Uzun, 2012).
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